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Abstract

Rationale:Ambient air pollution, including black carbon, entails a serious
public health risk because of its carcinogenic potential and as climate
pollutant. To date, an internal exposure marker for black carbon particles
that have cleared from the systemic circulation into the urine does not exist.

Objectives: To develop and validate a novel method to measure
black carbon particles in a label-free way in urine.

Methods:We detected urinary carbon load in 289 children (aged
9–12 yr) usingwhite-light generationunder femtosecondpulsed laser
illumination. Children’s residential black carbon concentrations
were estimated based on a high-resolution spatial temporal
interpolation method.

Measurements and Main Results:We were able to detect
urinary black carbon in all children, with an overall average (SD) of
98.23 105 (29.83 105) particles/ml. The urinary black carbon

loadwas positively associated withmedium-term to chronic (1mo or
more) residential black carbon exposure:15.333 105 particles/ml
higher carbon load (95% confidence interval, 1.563 105 to 9.103
105 particles/ml) for an interquartile range increment in annual
residential black carbon exposure. Consistently, children who lived
closer to amajor road (<160m)hadhigher urinary black carbon load
(6.933 105 particles/ml; 95% confidence interval, 0.773 105 to
13.13 105).

Conclusions: Urinary black carbon mirrors the accumulation of
medium-term to chronic exposure to combustion-related air
pollution. This specific biomarker reflects internal systemic black
carbon particles cleared from the circulation into the urine, allowing
investigators to unravel the complexity of particulate-related health
effects.

Keywords: urine; carbon load; biomarker; air pollution; black
carbon

Current ambient outdoor air pollution is
responsible for 4.2 million premature deaths
worldwide (1), ranked within the top 10 of
important risk factors for public health.

Children are especially vulnerable to the
detrimental effects of air pollution and have
for the same ambient concentrations a higher
internal dose compared with adults because

of their higher respiratory rate. Combustion-
related particulate matter (PM) air pollution,
including black carbon, is associated in early
life with lower birth weight (2), decreased
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cognitive function in children (3, 4), impaired
cognitive aging (5), increased cardiovascular
morbidity and mortality (6, 7), and
respiratory diseases (8) and lung cancer (9) in
adult life. Three hypotheses are formulated to
rationalize these findings: (1) particles
produce pulmonary oxidative stress and
inflammation with a systemic release of
cytokines (7), (2) the smallest particles
translocate from the lungs into the circulation
with effects in different organ systems, and (3)
particles interact with pulmonary receptors or
nerves with effects via the autonomic nervous
system (10). Experimental studies on animals
have shown that a substantial fraction of
intratracheally introduced ultrafine particles
could translocate into the systemic circulation
(11), and even may translocate via the olfactory
nerve to the brain when deposited in the nose
(12). However, in humans the subject of particle
translocation is still under debate because
studies have failed to find a considerable

fraction of inhaled particles translocated into the
circulation. Furthermore, the clinical
significance of how these ultrafine particles
contribute to health effects remains unclear.

Although some air pollution
associations are established as causal (7),
risks might be considerably underestimated
because of exposure misclassification. In
most epidemiologic studies, the exposure to
PM air pollution, including black carbon, is
not measured at the individual or time-
activity pattern level. Instead, spatial
temporal models are used, which basically
use land cover data that are based on
multiple primary sources (i.e., road
networks, line and point locations of
potential sources, building density) to
estimate the daily residential exposure
values (13, 14), which results in incomplete
information about residential mobility. In
these studies, the bulk of exposure
measurement error, which is typically
“Berkson-like,” lead to unbiased but more
variable health effect estimates (15). Despite
increased understanding of the health
consequences of combustion-related air
pollution, a critical barrier to progress in
the field is limited ability to monitor
adequately personalized exposure over the
life course. To overcome these
shortcomings, we postulated the
translocating nature of black carbon
particles from the circulation into the urine
so that these particles in urine form
a biomarker reflecting exposure. Within
this framework, we detected and quantified
black carbon particles in urine of 289
children living in the northern part of
Belgium with relatively low annual ambient
black carbon concentrations in the study
area ranging from 1.07 to 1.96 mg/m3.

Methods

Calibration Experiments for Black
Carbon Detection in Urine
In this research, we used a label-free and
biocompatible imaging technique based on
the nonincandescence-related white-light
generation potential of carbonaceous
particles under femtosecond illumination
(16). Summarized, the heterogeneous and
absorptive (dark color) nature of
carbonaceous particles gives rise to the
white-light phenomenon. For the signal
to occur, these two conditions should
explicitly be fulfilled. Therefore, (1)
the possible contribution of any

noncarbonaceous material (except for nobel
metals, they are able to generate plasmons)
is excluded, because they do not comply
with the aforementioned conditions; (2)
carbon-containing materials, such as
endogenous structures with carbon
backbones, do not generate the white-light
because they do not contain multiple
absorbing sites; and (3) the material
generating this signal should be in particle
form for exhibiting the heterogeneity and
absorptive character.

Here, several experiments were
conducted to assess the potential for cross-
reactivity or to assess specificity more
generally. First, we validated and calibrated
the application method for urine imaging
using artificial urine. This artificial urine
solution was imaged under identical imaging
conditions as for analyzing the “real” urine
samples, to check for any signal coming
from, for example, urinary salt crystals.
Second, background signals from naturally
present carbonaceous particles in the air and
detection chambers were checked by
measuring empty Ibidi wells (Ibidi GmbH,
Planegg, Germany). Third, cross-reactivity
from the most structurally and chemically
resembling particles available, named silica
particles (17), was checked under identical
imaging conditions. Fourth, cross-reactivity
from other carbonaceous materials was
checked by measuring carbon nanotubes.
Fifth, Raman spectroscopy measurements
were executed on dried urine samples. For
details see the online supplement.

Optimized Experimental Protocol for
Black Carbon Detection in Urine
The carbonaceous particles in the urine
samples were analyzed and images collected
using a Zeiss LSM510 META NLO (Carl
Zeiss, Jena, Germany) mounted on an
Axiovert 200 M equipped with a two-
photon femtosecond pulsed laser (MaiTai
DeepSee; Spectra-Physics, Mountain View,
CA). A detailed description of the set-up
and imaging protocol can be found in the
online supplement.

From optimization measurements we
found that 120 images obtained from 10-
frame time lapses at three different positions
in four different aliquots of one urine sample
are necessary to gain highly reproducible
results (,5% coefficient of variation of three
repeated measurements for 20 individuals,
data not shown). Urine samples were
aliquoted at 200 ml/well in Ibidi m-slide

At a Glance Commentary

Scientific Knowledge on the
Subject: Ambient air pollution,
including black carbon, entails
a serious public health risk because of
its carcinogenic potential and as
climate pollutant. Different
experimental studies have
demonstrated that ultrafine particles
can translocate from the lung into the
systemic circulation, although the issue
of particle translocation in humans is
still controversial. To date, an internal
exposure marker for black carbon
particles that have cleared from the
circulation in the urine does not exist.

What This Study Adds to the
Field: This is the first time that
environmental carbon in urine of
children is identified, showing the
ubiquity of this environmental
pollutant. Our method is based on
nonincandescence-related white-light
generation under femtosecond
illumination, which is a label-free and
biocompatible imaging technique.
Urinary carbon load can be used as an
internal exposure marker for medium-
term up to chronic combustion-related
air pollution and will assist in
unravelling the complexity of ultrafine
particles–related health effects.
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eight-well plates (Ibidi GmbH). All images
were taken 300 mm above the bottom glass.

To count the number of black carbon
particles in the time frames of each urine
sample, a peak-find algorithm in Matlab
2010 (MathWorks, Eindhoven, the
Netherlands) was used. A detailed
description of the function of the
customized Matlab routine can be found in
the online supplement.

Validation Experiments of Optimized
Urinary Carbon Load Technique
The optimized technique for measuring
carbon load in urine was validated by
spiking urine with known concentrations of
carbon black nanopowder (US Research
Nanomaterials, Houston, TX) and by
analyzing the repeatability of urinary carbon
load (see online supplement for details).

Repeatability of urinary carbon load
was assessed by calculating the coefficient of
variation of urine samples taken at three
different time points (6 1 mo from each
other; n = 19) and analyzed using the
optimized experimental protocol.

Urinary Carbon Load and Real-Life
Exposure to Combustion-related Air
Pollution in Children

Study population and sample collection. We
conducted this study in the framework of
the COGNAC (Cognition and Air Pollution
in Children) study, which enrolled children
(aged 9–12 yr) from three different primary
schools (Tienen, Zonhoven, Hasselt) in
Flanders, Belgium (4). In total, we invited
770 children of which 334 children
participated (43%) to the study between
January 2012 and February 2014. Parents
were asked to fill out a questionnaire to get
additional lifestyle information of the
mother’s education (up to high school
diploma to college or university degree) and
exposure to passive tobacco smoke, and
child’s ethnicity, residence, transportation
from and to the school, general health, state
of mind, and physical activity. Written
informed consent was obtained from the
parents and oral consent from the children.
The study protocol was approved by the
ethical committees of Hasselt University
and East-Limburg Hospital, Belgium. Spot
urine samples (available for 289 children)
were collected on the first examination day
using designated metal and black carbon-
free sample jars (Yvsolab, Turnhout,
Belgium) and placed at 48C until chronic

storage at 2808C. To avoid external
contamination from carbon particles, we
aliquoted urine samples in a clean room
with filtered air (Genano310; Genano OY,
Espoo, Finland). Osmolality of urine was
measured by the advanced Cryptomatic
Osmometer (Fiske, Norwood, MA).

Residential exposure estimates. We
constructed estimates of ambient exposure
(black carbon, nitrogen dioxide [NO2], and
PM <2.5 mm [PM2.5]), based on their
residential addresses, using a spatial
temporal interpolation method (18). The
interpolation method uses land cover data
obtained from satellite images (CORINE
land cover data set) and pollution data of
fixed monitoring stations. Coupled with
a dispersion model (14) that uses emissions
from point sources and line sources, this
model chain provides daily exposure values
in a high-resolution receptor grid. Overall
model performance was evaluated by leave-
one-out cross-validation including 14
monitoring points for black carbon,
44 for NO2, and 34 for PM2.5. Validation
statistics of the interpolation tool gave
a spatiotemporal explained variance of
more than 0.74 for black carbon (19), 0.78
for NO2 (20), and 0.80 for PM2.5 (20). We
calculated different exposure windows by
averaging daily concentrations over a period
preceding the examination day (i.e., recent
exposure, 1 d and 1 wk before urine sampling;
medium-term exposure, 1 mo before
sampling; and chronic exposure, 1 and 2 yr
before sampling). When a child had more than
one residential address at the moment of the
study, we calculated a weighted average using
the proportion of time spent at each location
as weights. In addition, we also calculated the
residential proximity to major roads, defined
as highways and other national roads (a road
with more than 10,000 motor vehicles/d),
using geographic information system functions
(ArcGIS 9.3; Esri BeLux S.A., Wemmel,
Belgium).

Statistical Analyses
Statistics were performed using SAS version
9.3 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). Partial
Pearson correlation coefficients were
calculated to evaluate the correlations
between urinary carbon load and recent,
medium-term, or chronic exposure to black
carbon, NO2, and PM2.5 as well as
residential proximity to major roads (living
twice as close to major roads). To improve
normality of the distributions we log-
transformed residential proximity to major

roads. Multiple linear regressions were
performed to assess the independent
associations between urinary carbon load
and recent, medium-term, chronic
exposure, or residential proximity to major
roads, while accounting for person-related
factors, including age, sex, and body mass
index (BMI) of the child, mother’s
education, and urinary osmolality and
a time-related factor, including month of
examination. Results were presented as
a change in urinary carbon load
(particles/ml urine) for an interquartile
range (IQR) increment in recent, medium-
term, or chronic exposure, living twice as
close to the nearest major road.

In a sensitivity analysis, we evaluated
whether osmolality, creatinine, education of
father (up to high school diploma to college
or university degree), occupation of either
parents (unemployed or not qualified worker
to qualified worker, white-collar assistant, or
teaching staff to self-employed, specialist, or
member of management), exposure to
passive smoke (none to <10 cigarettes/d to
.10 cigarettes/d), physical activity (h/wk),
or vegetable/fruit intake from own garden
(percentage) affects the association between
urinary carbon load and residential black
carbon exposure. Additionally, we also
checked the independence of recent and
chronic residential black carbon exposure on
urinary carbon load.

Finally, we calculated the ability to
predict child’s residential black carbon
exposure based on the urinary carbon load.
For this purpose, we estimated sensitivity
and specificity of the prediction using
receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
plots. Children were stratified according to
their chronic residential black carbon
exposure with the 75th percentile as cutoff
point (1.64 mg/m3).

Results

Calibration, Optimization, and
Validation of the Label-Free Optical
Detection of Carbon Particles in Urine
From the calibration and optimization
experiments, we arrived at the following
results. (1) The employed detection
technique is very specific for the detection
of carbon particles in urine and does not
detect other types of carbonaceous or
noncarbonaceous particles by cross-
reactivity, as shown by silica nanoparticles
and carbon nanotubes (for a detailed
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description, see online supplement, NOTE

1). Furthermore, no background signal
could be observed from the artificial urine
solution. (2) Raman fingerprints of
aggregates found in dried urine samples are
identical to the fingerprint of carbon-based
reference particles (see Figure E1 in the
online supplement). (3) Protocol

parameters, such as the optimal detection
plane and measurement repetition rate,
were optimized to minimize the
intrasample variation. A flowchart of the
optimized protocol is depicted in Figure 1.
The optimized experimental protocol was
validated by measuring and analyzing
artificial urine spiked with increasing

concentrations (0–120 mg/ml) of carbon
black nanopowder. A linear relation was
observed (R2 = 0.98) between the amount of
added and detected carbonaceous particles
(see Figure E2). Black carbon particle
detection in urine by femtosecond pulsed
laser microscopy is visualized in Figure 2.
Repeatability of spot urine samples taken at

F E

Data analysis

A B C

D

# particles/10 images

# particles/image volume

# particles/mL urine

based on focal volume

Intensity

Trace region boundaries

Threshold

Peak-find algorithm

X,Y

200 µL urine/well
Imaging 300 µm above bottom glass

Measurement routine per individual:
4 aliquots

3 different measuring areas

ID 1

ID 2

10-frame time lapse
Femtosecond pulsed laser illumination

White light emission

Figure 1. Flowchart of the optimized experimental protocol for black carbon detection in urine. (A) Each urine sample is aliquoted at 200 ml/well in an
Ibidi m-slide eight well, and images are taken 300 mm above the bottom glass of the well plate. (B) The samples are illuminated using a two-photon
femtosecond pulsed laser tuned to a central wavelength of 810 nm (z9.7 mW radiant power at the sample position), and the white light generated by the
black carbon particles naturally present in the urine is detected via analog photomultiplier detection in epi-configuration in nondescanned mode using
a 403 /1.1 water immersion objective at room temperature. (C) Ten consecutive images are taken on one identical location in the same well. The resulting
images have a field of view of 2253 225 mm2 with a 5123 512 pixel resolution (0.443 0.44 mm2 pixel size) and a pixel dwell time of 3.2 ms. (D) In total,
120 images are obtained by recording 10-frame time lapses at three different locations in four different aliquots of one individual (ID) resulting in
highly reproducible results (,5% coefficient of variation). (E) To determine the number of black carbon particles in the images, a peak-find algorithm
counting connected pixels above a threshold value (15% lower than the highest intensity value) was used. The average amount of particles detected in the
different time lapses is normalized to the image volume using the focal volume estimated from the point spread function of the optical system. (F) Finally,
the result is expressed as the total relative number (i.e., the number of detected black carbon particles per milliliter urine). All images of each individual
are analyzed in this way to retrieve a number of detected black carbon particles per milliliter urine sample.
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three different time points (6 1 mo from
each other; n = 19) showed an average
coefficient of variation of 20%.

Urinary Carbon Load and Residential
Black Carbon Exposure
Demographic and lifestyle characteristics
are presented in Table 1. Children (50.5%
boys) were on average (SD) 10.3 (1.2)
years old. The distribution over mother’s
low and high educational class was 116

(40.1%) and 173 (59.9%), respectively. The
children’s BMI was 17.4 (2.9). Median
(IQR) modeled exposures of black carbon,
PM2.5, and NO2 over various time
windows of exposure ranging from recent
exposure (1 d and 1 wk before urine
sampling), medium-term exposure (1 mo
before urine sampling), and chronic
exposure (1 and 2 yr before urine
sampling) and median distance (IQR)
from residence to major roads are given in
Table 2 and Table E1. The Pearson
correlation coefficient between chronic (1
yr) and recent (1 d and 1 wk) residential
black carbon exposure was 0.15 (95%
confidence interval [CI], 0.04–0.26) and
0.09 (95% CI, 20.03 to 0.20), respectively.
The corresponding correlation between
chronic and medium-term (1 mo)
residential black carbon exposure was 0.36
(95% CI, 0.26–0.46).

Urinary black carbon load averaged
(IQR) 98.23 105 (29.83 105) particles/ml
urine (Table 1) and did not differ between
boys and girls (P = 0.55). There was no
association between urinary carbon load

and child’s age (P = 0.74), weight (P = 0.81),
height (P = 0.99), BMI (P = 0.90), education
of the mother (low vs. high: 12.253 106;
95% CI, 23.383 105 to 7.893 105;
P = 0.14), education of the father (low vs.
high: 11.613 105; 95% CI, 23.873 105 to
7.103 105; P = 0.10), highest occupation of
either parents (low vs. high: 18.833 105;
95% CI, 21.283 105 to 1.893 105;
P = 0.14), physical activity (P = 0.48),
exposure to passive smoking (P. 0.43),
and vegetable or fruit from own garden,
(P = 0.77). Osmolality was significantly
associated with urinary carbon load
(i.e., 13.13 105 particles/ml [95% CI,
0.223 104 to 6.13 105] for an IQR
increment in osmolality [229 mOsm/kg]),
whereas urinary creatinine concentration
was not a predictor of the urinary carbon
load (P = 0.82).

Both before (Figures 3A and 3B) and
after adjustment (Figure 3B) for a priori
chosen covariates including sex, age, BMI,
mother’s education, month of examination,
and urinary osmolality, carbonaceous
particles in urine were positively correlated
to medium-term black carbon exposure
(partial r = 0.12; 95% CI, 20.002 to 0.23),
chronic annual residential black carbon
(partial r = 0.17; 95% CI, 0.05–0.28), and
residential proximity to the nearest major
road (partial r = 0.15; 95% CI, 0.03–0.26).
The corresponding results for an IQR
increment of medium-term black carbon
and chronic annual residential black carbon
exposure were 15.903 105 particles/ml
(95% CI, 20.813 104 to 11.93 105) and
15.333 105 particles/ml (95% CI,
1.563 105 to 9.103 105) more urinary
carbonaceous particles, respectively.
Furthermore, children living close to
a major road (first tertile: <160 m or
median: <330.6 m) had 7.293 105

particles/ml (95% CI, 1.123 105 to
13.53 105; P = 0.02) or 8.783 105

particles/ml (95% CI, 3.143 105 to
14.43 105; P = 0.0024) higher urinary carbon
load, respectively, compared with those living
further away (.160 m or .330.6 m).
Correspondingly, living twice as close to
the nearest major road was associated
with 12.023 105 particles/ml (95% CI,
4.093 104 to 3.643 105) higher urinary
carbon load. In addition, similar patterns
were found for medium-term to chronic
annual residential NO2 and chronic annual
PM2.5 exposure (see Figure E3). All recent
exposure time windows (1 d and 1 wk) of
black carbon, NO2, and PM2.5 were not

Figure 2. Black carbon particles in urine. Black
carbon particles and aggregates (arrowheads)
visualized by femtosecond pulsed laser
excitation at 810 nm and observation at
400–410 nm.

Table 1. Characteristics of the Participants (n = 289)

Anthropometric characteristics
Boys 143 (50.5%)
Age, yr 10.3 (1.2)
Body mass index, kg/m2 17.4 (2.9)
Weight, kg 37.0 (9.6)
Length, cm 145 (1.0)

Lifestyle characteristics
Mother’s education

Up to high school diploma 116 (40.1)
College or university diploma 173 (59.9)

Father’s education*
Up to high school diploma 132 (47.3)
College or university diploma 147 (52.7)

Most prestigious category of occupation of either
parent

Unemployed or not qualified worker 23 (7.9)
Qualified worker, white-collar assistant, or
teaching staff

118 (40.8)

Self-employed, specialist, or member of
management

148 (51.2)

Exposure to passive tobacco smoke
None 263 (78.3)
<10 cigarettes/d 44 (13.1)
.10 cigarettes/d 29 (8.6)

Physical activity, h/wk 3.3 (2.4)
Urinary characteristics
Osmolality, mOsm/kg 927.9 (212.3)
Creatinine, mg/dl† 127.0 (48.9)
Carbon load, particles/ml 98.23 105 (29.83 105)

Arithmetic mean (SD) is given for the continuous variables. Number (%) is given for the categorical
variables.
*Data available for 279 participants.
†Data available for 276 participants.
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correlated with the carbonaceous particles in
urine.

Sensitivity analysis showed a robust
association between urinary carbon load
and residential, annual black carbon
exposure with and without adjustment for
osmolality, with replacing osmolality by
creatinine or by adjusting for both
osmolality and creatinine as measures of
urine concentration (see Table E2).
Furthermore, no changes were observed
when the main model with a priori chosen

covariates was additionally adjusted for
education of the father, highest occupation
of either parents, exposure to passive
smoking, physical activity, creatinine, or
vegetable/fruit intake from own garden (see
Table E2). Furthermore, we also showed
independence of the recent and chronic
residential exposure on the internal urinary
carbon load (see Table E2).

Finally, Figure 4 shows the ROC curve
analysis with sensitivity and one minus
specificity (false-positive ratio) of chronic

residential black carbon exposure (75th
percentile as cutoff point, 1.64 mg/m3)
in association with children’s urinary
carbon load. The model adjusted for
aforementioned a priori chosen covariates
had an area under the curve value of 0.74
(95% CI, 0.67–0.81).

Discussion

In the prospect that ultrafine particles may
translocate in the circulation and be cleared
into the urine, we developed a method to
measure urinary black carbon load as an
exposure matrix of carbonaceous particles in
a population at fairly low exposure levels,
more specifically in children as a susceptible
subgroup for the detrimental effects of air
pollution. Overall, our results demonstrate
the use of white-light generation of black
carbon particles in urine under femtosecond
pulsed laser illumination as a measure for
exposure to combustion-related black
carbon air pollution. The novel information
from our work comprises the following: (1)

A
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Figure 3. Correlation between urinary black carbon load and residential exposure to recent (1 d, 1 wk) up to chronic (1 yr, 2 yr) black carbon or proximity
to major roads. (A) Dose–response relationship between urinary black carbon load and annual residential black carbon exposure, adjusted for urinary
osmolality. The line is the regression line. (B) Unadjusted and partial Pearson correlation coefficient and 95% confidence intervals between urinary black
carbon load and residential recent (1 d and 1 wk before urine sampling), medium-term (1 mo before urine sampling), or chronic (1 and 2 yr before urine
sampling) black carbon exposure or residential proximity to major roads (log10). Partial correlation coefficients were adjusted for a priori chosen covariates
including sex, age, body mass index, mother’s education, month of examination, and urinary osmolality. *P, 0.05. BC = black carbon.

Table 2. Residential Exposure Characteristics (n = 289)

Residential Exposure Median 25th Percentile 75th Percentile

Recent black carbon, mg/m3

1 d 1.45 1.19 2.23
1 wk 1.68 1.27 2.27

Medium-term black carbon, mg/m3

1 mo 1.63 1.38 1.83
Chronic black carbon, mg/m3

1 yr 1.54 1.43 1.64
2 yr 1.53 1.43 1.65

Distance to major roads, m 330.60 126.70 820.40
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urinary black carbon load mirrors medium-
term to chronic ambient exposure, even at
low environmental concentrations; (2) our
method requires no additional labeling or
preparation procedure and the raw data can
be analyzed using a simple peak-find
algorithm; and (3) detection of black
carbon particles in urine reflects the passage
of black carbon particles from the
circulation into the urine.

Different experimental rat studies have
demonstrated that ultrafine particles can
translocate from the lung into the
circulation (21, 22). These particles can
accumulate at sites of vascular
inflammation (23) and have direct access to
intracellular compartments, such as
proteins, organelles, and DNA (22).
Furthermore, Oberdörster and coworkers
(12) demonstrated that intranasally instilled
solid ultrafine particles translocate along
axons of the olfactory nerve into the central
nervous system. In this regard, Maher and
coworkers (24) recently identified the
presence of magnetite nanoparticles,
formed by combustion- and/or friction-
derived heating in the human brain.
Suggested pathways for particle
translocation into the circulation are either
across the alveolar epithelium or across the

intestinal epithelium from particles that
have been cleared via mucous ingested into
the gastrointestinal tract (12). Nevertheless,
the issue of particle translocation in
humans is still controversial. Nemmar and
coworkers (25) showed that inhaled
technetium-99m-labeled ultrafine carbon
particles could rapidly pass into the
systemic circulation.

Other studies, however, using short-
term inhalation (up to 2 d) of technetium-
99m-labeled ultrafine carbon particles
found that most of the inhaled particles were
retained in the lung periphery and in the
conducting airways without substantial
translocation to the systemic circulation
(26–28). Mills and coworkers (26) reported
that the radioactive moiety of the label,
rather than the particle itself, was detected
in the blood. Wiebert and colleagues (27)
found no significant translocation of
inhaled 35-nm carbon particles to the
circulation in humans. Another study (29)
on pulmonary deposition and retention of
indium-111-labeled ultrafine carbon
particles in healthy individuals only
found marginal translocation of particles
from lungs to blood (0.3%). Moreover,
there was no observable elimination of
particles from the body via urine 1 week

postadministration. These studies, which
are based on labeling techniques and short-
term exposure conditions, contrast with our
current findings using label-free white-light
detection of urinary black carbon in
children continuously exposed to low levels
of air pollution as in real life.

Because of the stability of inhaled
ultrafine carbon particles, long-term
retention in the human lung is expected and
may accumulate to a chronic particle load
(28). In this regard, Churg and Brauer (30)
observed that large quantities of fine and
ultrafine aggregates retain in the human
lung parenchyma whereby ultrafine
particles make up only a small fraction of
the retained total (31). Furthermore,
a recent study showed that circulation levels
of 5-nm gold particles were greater
compared with inhaled 30-nm particles
(23). The smallest particles are in steady
state because they are retained longer with
potential translocation mechanisms from
the lungs to the system (12, 28). This is in
line with our observations that residential
medium-term to chronic ambient black
carbon concentrations are significantly
associated with urinary black carbon load.
In contrast to our method, labeling studies
are not able to detect the background load
of particles in urine.

In the past, efforts have been made to
identify a reliable and effective biomarker
for combustion-related exposure. Oxidative
stress is considered as one of the
mechanisms through which traffic-related
air pollution exerts its effects on human
health. The urinary excretion of 8-oxo-7,8-
dihydro-2-deoxyguanosine is used as
a biomarker of response to evaluate the
prooxidant effects of vehicle exhaust
emissions on DNA (32). Another example
is the metabolite of benzene, urinary trans,
trans muconic acid (t,t-MA), which has
been considered as a proxy-biomarker
for traffic (33, 34). However, the
aforementioned biomarkers are not
specifically related to combustion-
associated air pollution. Furthermore, these
biomarkers do not reflect chronic exposure.
More recently, carbon load in alveolar
macrophages has been used as a biomarker
of exposure to traffic exhaust pollution and
biomass smoke exposure (35, 36). However,
this technique requires semiinvasive
sampling procedures (sputum induction)
with success rates of approximately 60%
(36, 37), and identified black carbon
particles using light microscopy, thereby
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Figure 4. Receiver operating characteristics curve for urinary carbon load distinguishing between
high and low residential black carbon exposure. Performance of urinary carbon load to differentiate
between high (.75th percentile: 1.64 mg/m3) and low (<1.64 mg/m3) exposure to chronic residential
black carbon exposure. The model was adjusted for sex, age, body mass index, mother’s education,
month of examination, and urinary osmolality.
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underestimating the total amount of carbon
load (35). Our current technique to detect
carbon load in urine does not require
invasive sampling procedures and uses
label-free white-light generation detection
to determine the amount of black carbon
particles in urine, a technique specifically to
detect carbonaceous particles. Aside from
continuous analysis, we established ROC
curves to separate residential chronic low
(75th percentile) exposed from higher
exposed children for black carbon and
showed an area under de curve of 0.74.
Therefore, our novel exposure biomarker
has the ability to distinguish between true-
and false positives.

We acknowledge some limitations of
our study. First, ambient black carbon
particles in the air could have contaminated
the urine samples. By using a clean room
with filtered air to handle the urine samples
and using sterile metal-free collection tubes,
we avoid potential external contamination
of carbon particles. Furthermore, no
background signals from naturally present
carbonaceous particles in the air were

observed in the detection chambers or in the
sterile metal-free collection tubes. Second,
we cannot exclude that black carbon
particles detected in urine might mirror
particles entered through food or drinks, or
even uptake through skin instead of
translocation from the lung to the system.
However, in our sensitivity analysis,
consuming vegetables or fruit from one’s
own garden did not predict the carbon load
in urine. Third, urban air consists of
particles with a size between 0.02 and
100 mm, with primary particle size ranging
from 6 to 100 nm (38). Diesel particles
usually consist of aggregates with
a diameter of 10–40 nm (39). Particles with
a diameter up to 75 nm may diffuse and
accumulate in the mesangium of the
glomerulus (40). The glomerular filtration
instigates renal clearance of particles with
a size of 10 nm and smaller (40). Although
it is possible to detect the smallest particles
present in the urine it is not possible to
determine their size and distribution
because of the diffraction limit in optical
microscopy. Fourth, our external exposure

estimates of black carbon relates to
modeled residential exposure, and not to
personal monitoring. Measurement via
personal exposure samplers is not practical
to assess long-term exposure of large
population samples. Validation statistics of
the exposure model showed an explained
spatiotemporal variance of greater than
0.74 for black carbon.

In conclusion, we showed for the first
time that urinary black carbon load in
children is associated with medium-term to
chronic exposure to ambient combustion-
related pollution. This specific biomarker
reflects internal systemic black carbon
particles providing its utility to unravel the
complexity of particulate-related health
effects, and can be used in different study
populations over the entire life course. n

Author disclosures are available with the text
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